
 
 
 
 

OPPOSE – Senate Bill 548 
Changes To The Strategic Infrastructure Development and Enhancement Act of 2013 

Senate Education, Energy and Environment Committee 
 

Columbia Gas of Maryland, Inc. opposes Senate Bill 548, which alters what is commonly referred to as the 
Strategic Infrastructure Development and Enhancement Act, or STRIDE Act, of 2013 for natural gas utility 
companies. 
 

In 2012, in the wake of several serious pipeline incidents in the United States, the U.S. Department of 
Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) issued “A Call to Action” for all 
pipeline stakeholders, including the natural gas companies and their regulators, to identify pipeline risks and 
accelerate the replacement of the highest risk infrastructure.  At that time, individual states like Maryland examined 
the need to accelerate the replacement of high-risk pipe to ensure public safety and the reliability of our critical 
pipeline infrastructure into the future. 
 

In 2013, the Maryland General Assembly passed and Governor Martin J. O’Malley signed the STRIDE law to 
encourage gas utilities to accelerate replacement of certain aging gas infrastructure by allowing for partial recovery of 
infrastructure investment costs through a forward looking recovery mechanism. The STRIDE legislation is explicitly 
intended to spur utility investment to replace aging infrastructure to improve reliability of Maryland’s gas systems and 
maintain safety.  
 

PHMSA’s call to action that culminated in Maryland with the STRIDE law should not be forgotten or ignored.  
Since the inception of the program in 2013, the gas companies have designed their STRIDE programs specifically 
around increasing safety and reliability, seeking to recover costs associated with replacing or improving “eligible 
infrastructure”, which the statute defines as:  infrastructure that is replaced or improved after June 1, 2013; is 
designed to improve public safety or infrastructure reliability; does not increase the revenue of a gas company 
by connecting an improvement directly to new customers; reduces or has the potential to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions through a reduction in natural gas system leaks; and is not included in the current rate base of the 
gas company as determined in the gas company’s most recent base rate proceeding.   
 

Gas company STRIDE programs have been reviewed and approved by the Public Service Commission 
(PSC) and have benefited the environment by reducing the number of methane leaks due to the eligible infrastructure 
that has been replaced, and future STRIDE programs will likewise further reduce methane leaks to the benefit of the 
environment. 

 
 Any assertion that Maryland gas utilities should change their planning processes for infrastructure 
replacement given unresolved energy policies is not based in fact, is contrary to federal policy from PHMSA and 
potentially adversely affects gas company efforts to provide safe and reliable gas service to our customers and to 
communities where they reside. Moreover, since STRIDE encourages the acceleration of pipeline replacement, the 
gas companies are achieving material greenhouse gas emission reductions through leak reduction and prevention 
under STRIDE, an environmental benefit supporters of changing STRIDE seek to undermine with such efforts. 
  
 
  



 
 Advocates for changing STRIDE do not have specific expertise in pipeline safety, specific knowledge of 
individual company systems, nor do they have engineering expertise to determine what pipes should be replaced and 
when. In this regard, Columbia notes the provision of SB 548 requiring two years of advance notice to customers of 
STRIDE projects (p. 3, lines 14-16) is wholly unworkable and unrealistic.   
 

In order to preserve and protect public safety, projects recovered through STRIDE are approved by the PSC 
on an annual basis. Notification of projects two years in advance would require companies to notify customers of 
projects not yet approved by the PSC. Further, gas companies repair pipelines on the basis of the highest risk pipe, 
and a two-year notification requirement jeopardizes a gas company’s ability to replace the highest risk pipe on its 
system given the dynamic nature of pipeline replacement.  A two-year notice requirement calls for gas companies to 
“crystal ball” projects instead of choosing projects based on the necessity of replacement to achieve both leak and 
risk reduction and maximize public safety. 
 

Neither the Climate Solutions Now Act nor any of the ongoing greenhouse gas (GHG) policy decisions have 
altered gas companies’ continuing obligation to provide safe and reliable service to Maryland residents located in our 
service territories. Therefore, Columbia remains committed to fulfilling its obligation to provide natural gas delivery 
service to those customers that request to initiate or wish to continue to receive natural gas delivery service. 

 
The PSC recently opened a docket at Case No. 9707. This case stems from the Petition of the Office of 

People’s Counsel (OPC) for Near-Term, Priority Actions and Comprehensive, Long-Term Planning for Maryland’s 
Gas Companies (“Petition”), to investigate the future of energy in Maryland.  While Columbia does not support the 
OPC’s stated positions and recommendation in its Petition, Columbia looks forward to participating in the proceeding 
given our role as the natural gas distributor to the residents and businesses of Western Maryland. 
 

Columbia respectfully submits that a robust investigation by the PSC in Case No. 9707 should be expanded 
to holistically and comprehensively consider Maryland’s total energy needs – including technical, economic, and 
feasibility issues relating to electrification.  Such an undertaking will enable the PSC and all stakeholders to address 
the need for continued investment in gas infrastructure in relation to overall energy adequacy, cost, and feasibility, 
and to layout proposals for any legislative or regulatory changes necessary to meet the policy objectives of the State 
of Maryland.   

 
The PSC is an independent state agency, with a long track record of gathering expert information and 

adjudicating outcomes that are in the public interest, based on a factual record built through due process, testimony 
and other evidence from parties in docketed proceedings.  The PSC and its docketed Case No. 9707, not the 
General Assembly, is the appropriate forum to make recommendations and decisions on STRIDE. 
 

Consequently, Columbia cannot support SB 548 as appropriately crafted policy on pipeline safety and 
therefore urges an unfavorable report. 
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